
WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR 3 YEAR OLDS AT HOME

10 Pre-Writing Activities for Preschoolers to help them build strength in their hands. So today, I'm sharing 10 pre-writing
activities we've been doing at home to build strength in my . great ideas! I can't wait to practice with my three-year- old.

Kids will enjoy swishing the rainbow through the air while listening to their favourite rainbow songs. Your
child may choose to cut out toys, food, or just pictures of interest. He was so proud when he did it! Instead of
using glitter glue, though, students use inexpensive pony beads found at any craft store to follow the lines.
Homemade Street Traffic Bath Sponges: This will keep the kids busy while having a bath as well as
stimulating their imaginations and developing their storytelling skills. To try and imitate this we set up an
experiment to grow salt crystals hanging from a string of wool. Imaginative Play Vet Hospital: Imaginative
play would have to be one of my most favourite kinds of play. With my child looking, I pointed to each shape
saying its name. The play dough has been scented with a herbal shampoo to smell like flowers and is textured
with small coloured flower petals. We have recently moved this page. All you need is a tray and a can of
shaving cream. Read moreâ€¦â€¦. Ice Boats: Water and ice are great for sensory play with kids as it engages
children into a world of exploration and wonder. It is simple exposure for learning to spell their name.
Exposure is all we are focusing on with these simple writing activities for toddlers. I tape a large piece of craft
paper to the dining room table or a small activity table. To make our water and ice sensory play experience a
little more fun we turned the ice blocks into boats with a few simple materials. Painting with Homemade
Number Stamps: These Homemade Number Stamps will make learning your numbers FUN for kids as they
can make endless paintings of numbers prints and sing-a-long as they learn and play! Watching a homemade
volcano erupt is a very exciting experience for young children as they watch and learn about the amazing
power of these geological formations. Altogether we had seven water play stations in our Back Yard Water
Park. Water Balloons: A fun sensory play experience for kids in the bath tub by adding balloons filled with
water. Counting Octopus: Octopus Counting is a fun and creative way to introduce numbers, learn to count, or
for the older kids skip counting. It is a great activity for kids to explore their creativity and imagination as they
create their very own spring garden. This activity involves kids to creatively stack coloured felt ice cream on
top of felt cones and then label the colours with Velcro cards. Blocks Blocks! They make a brilliant prop to
encourage the imaginary world in a bakers shop. It is a great hands-on sensory play activity that promotes
creativity, storytelling and the imagination. I love this skunk tweezer we found at a local education store. If
your child has poor handwriting, it may be they need more practice with fine motor skills. Paint Me: Paint Me
is a cute and quirky activity that kids will enjoy making! At school, he is asked to trace his name as well as
other letters they are working on. Bubble Letters Before we can even begin a formal handwriting curriculum ,
my son needs to be able to control his writing strokes within a defined space. They are very appropriate for
toddlers and preschoolers. Please see my disclosure policy. Play Dough â€” Bottle Tops and Straws:It is
always fun to watch and see what kids will come up with when you give them simple props to promote play in
an open-ended and unstructured way. It involves sorting and placing coloured pompoms into the matching
coloured cardboard roll and catching them in a bowl. The challenge and anticipation of searching for
something brings so much fun to learning your alphabet letters! Caroline is a wife, homeschooling momma to
two undeserved blessings, writer, former public school teacher, and picture book fanatic. Homemade Alphabet
Sponge Letters: So much fun for the bathâ€¦â€¦. To explore learning numbers, I use the name and shapes idea,
but I write the numbers on paper-either one number a bunch of times, or a group of numbers. Little Toilet Roll
People: Making these little characters is so much fun as they can be brought to life in imaginative play games.


